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transfer of existing transactions betweenestablished
industrial age companiesand suppliers from phone, fax,
and conventional mail onto the Internet.

Abstract
The goal of this project is to establish howsocial agents
can help humansform groups and achieve beneficial
outcomesin their task-oriented use of cyberspace. To
achieve this goal, the social challenges faced by humans
trying to form groups, and the design problemsof creating
agents that can operate effectively in a mixedhuman-agent
context, must both be addressed.
The approachin the proposed project is to develop taskoriented social agents that combinethree abilities: the
ability to search out, evaluate, and share useful information
that is tailored to the needsof people forminggroups; the
ability to operate in a mixedsetting that includes people
and other agents; and the ability to facilitate productive
interaction amonghumanmembersof an on-line group
once it has formed. This work will draw on findings from
the social sciences to understandthe difficulties faced by
work groups in general and by computer-mediatedgroups
in particular, and to design social agents that will be
accepted by people as specialized membersof these groups
that can assist themin choosingsuitable partners and
interacting effectively.
Overall, this project is basedon the premisethat a new
social economics,distinct from the substantially
bureaucratic structures characteristic of the industrial
revolution, is in the process of developing,and that this
will be, in substantial part, webbased. Onecan see the
first glimmersof this trend in the growingnumberof
freelance sites springing up on the web. However,for an
effective web-basedwork force to arise that movesbeyond
single freelancers bidding on smallish contracts or single
buyers bidding on small quantities of merchandise,these
individual actors must find an effective wayto
self-organize into collectives: temporaryproject teams,
buying collectives, and virtual companies. Whenthis
happens, we will see the emergenceof a full-fledged
cyberspace economy,in contrast to the more conventional

For this self-organization of individual actors into small,
medium,and large commercialcollectives to occur, people
must deal with the problems of group formation
characteristic of face-to-face (FTF)settings, as well
tackling newproblemsarising from the use of cyberspace.
Whenthe field of potential partners is no longer restricted
to those with whomone comesinto FTFcontact, the
opportunities are greatly increased, but so is the complexity
of finding, evaluating, and negotiating arrangementswith
potential partners. This project proposesto study how
specialized agents can assist individuals to find one other,
form a group, and work together effectively. Agents
should be able to help people handle the problemsof
information overload in finding suitable partners, and may
also promotepositive social dynamicsby reminding group
membersof simple proceduresthat help in building trust,
ensuring cooperation, and facilitating smoothcoordination
on tasks. Project results will provide a clearer
understandingof howto design agents that will facilitate
the on-line formation of workgroups and organizations in
the new social economyof work.

Introduction
The web has opened up new opportunities for groups to
form "bottom-up" for their economic gain. However, our
laboratory results to date, using face-to-face groups, shows
that the removal of a top-downstructure maystymie group
formation or lead to less than optimal group-outcomes.We
believe that software agents maystep in to mitigate such
problems. In this paper, we describe our work on bottomup group formation, and the role we see for software
agents. Wethen layout a set of laboratory experiments,
drawing on multiple disciplines, that can lead to a solid
footing for deploying software agents in new economic
settings.
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Groups and Agents

in Cyberspace

Oneof the most striking social developmentsin the on-line
world is the spontaneous proliferation of self-organized
groups. In the first waveof mass Internet expansion, huge
numbers of discussion groups, commoninterest groups,
and social support groups formedusing bulletin boards and
chat rooms (Kiesler, 1997). The benefits from most
these groups are primarily social; no tangible goods are
created or exchanged. As the Internet is increasingly used
for masscommercein addition to socializing, task-oriented
and economically oriented exchanges are proliferating as
well. Examplesinclude on-line auction sites such as eBay;
sites where people seek advice-for-pay from experts, such
as expertcentral.com and expertcity.com; sites where
specific jobs are contracted out, such as freelance.corn; and
sites where virtual groups can coordinate their work, such
as eproject.com.
In the social setting of chat rooms and bulletin boards,
software programs known as bots were developed that
interact with humans in recreational social settings
(Powers, 1997). In the commercial sector of the Web,
personal agents search out and compare product
information, helping consumers find and select among
products. A third type of agent that has emerged is a
specialized program that both processes information for
users and facilitates social interaction betweenpeople. The
programs discussed by Carnevale and Probst (1997), for
example,assist negotiators in finding solutions attractive to
both parties, and also help structure the interaction between
negotiators to improvethe chances of a goodoutcome.
Wepropose a project that will develop goal oriented social
agents that combineaspects of all three agent-types. Like
the social "chatterbots," our agents will have the ability to
operate in a mixed setting that includes people and other
agents. Like the personal Webagents, our agents will be
able to search out, evaluate, and share useful information.
Rather than being purely personal assistants, however,they
will assist groups of people. Like the specialized mediator
bots, the agents will be designed to facilitate productive
interaction amongpeople -- in this case humanmembersof
an on-line group. Wedraw on findings from the social
sciences to understand the challenges faced by work groups
in general and by computer-mediatedgroups in particular,
and to design social agents that will be accepted by people
as specialized membersof these groups that can assist them
in completingtheir tasks. Wedraw on studies of agents in
complex systems that include humansand agents to inform
the computer science challenges in designing agents that
can operate effectively both in a controlled laboratory
environmentand on the Internet.
Our focus is on groups that perform tasks that require the
pooling of resources by multiple people or agents. Weare
Copyright
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interested in addressing the difficulties that arise in
coordination, trust, and the establishment and enforcement
of norms to regulate behavior in groups that emerge from
the "bottom up." These self-organized groups (called clubs
in economic theory) must develop and enforce behavioral
norms on their ownto regulate behavior. Problemsin this
process can be exacerbated in the on-line environment, in
which people have reduced social presence and find it
more difficult
to influence others. Webelieve that
carefully designed agents can help smooth the difficult
challenges faced in the formation and coordination of taskoriented virtual groups. In this paper, we provide
backgroundfor our beliefs, and an experimental strategy
for testing our ideas out.
Using the Social

Sciences

as a Foundation

In this section, we draw on the social sciences to
understand why economically oriented groups form, how
they form, and the difficulties they have in coordinating the
actions and interests of their membersto producebeneficial
outcomes.
Coordination of interests and actions in selforganized groups
Social science research has identified manyfactors that
affect whether work groups that meet face to face will be
moreor less successful in (1) completingtheir tasks and
(2) establishing and maintainingpatterns of interaction that
allow the group to resolve conflicts of interest among
members and between members and the group as a whole
(see Forsyth, 1999; Hackman, 1990; McGrath, 1984).
commonproblem in groups occurs when members exploit
one another rather than collaborating effectively. Research
has identified some beneficial social processes that
improve teamwork and help groups overcome the problem
of selfish behavior. In classic social dilemmas, for
example--situations in which cooperative behavior by all
membersyields the best outcome, but all membershave an
incentive to behave selfishly--group discussion of the
problem followed by universal
promises to act
cooperatively "solves" the dilemma in up to 85% of
individuals (Orbell, Dawes, & van de Kragt, 1990).
Reciprocal strategies of rewarding good behavior and
punishing bad behavior are also effective in "stampingout"
selfish behavior by group members(Axelrod 1984, Trivers
1971).
Research comparing face-to-face (FTF) and computermediated (CM) groups suggests that collaborating
effectively and solving these social problems can be even
moredifficult for CMgroups. Coordinationdifficulties are
more severe for CMgroups, conflict is often higher, and
leadership is harder to establish and maintain (McGrath
Hollingshead, 1994). The quality of task performance, as
compared to FTF groups, varies, with mixed results
dependingon the nature of the task.

One major thread of our research is to search for ways that
social agents can help people in distributed, computermediated groups solve coordination
problems by
promoting positive social processes such as universal
promising. While there is new and exciting work in the
area of agent-to-agentinteraction, our particular interest is
in the meansby whicha software agent can fit in to a taskoriented group with humanmembersand help these groups
complete their tasks. To solve this problem, we must
design agents that will be accepted by humans as group
members,and that have the capacity to take on specialized
task and social roles within a group.
The socialization of group membersinvolves a process of
mutual accommodation by which new members and
established members adjust to one another as the new
membersbecomesocialized and fit in to the group (Arrow,
1998; Moreland& Levine, 1988). This process of fitting in
is more difficult for members who are demographically
different from existing members--for example, for the
only male in an otherwise female group (Arrow, 1998).
Wepropose to extend work on socialization,
fit, and
mutual accommodationto the problem of designing social
agents that, despite being radically different from humans
in design and abilities, will still be accepted by humansas
useful group members.
As demonstrated by the example of bot wars on IRC chat
and MOOs(Powers, 1997), rogue agents can seriously
disrupt social systems in cyberspace. A more typical
problem in cyberspace, however, is misbehaving humans
who violate the norms that regulate most people’s
behavior. A second thread of our research is to design
social agents that can assist humansin choosing wisely
amongpotential group members. Whenpeople are part of
a communitythat is large enough and fluid enough that
they don’t knowmost people very well, information about
past behavior of potential partners can be useful in
screening out "bad apples." Webelieve agents that can
search out and evaluate information on potential partners
can serve as useful advisors to people searching for fellow
group members.
Club theory: An Economic point of view
The framework of club theory developed by economists
speaks to our concern with howdispersed resources can be
organized in an optimal manner for production of some
good, and how that can happen short of centralized
direction. A club is "...a voluntary group of individuals
whoderive mutual benefit from sharing one or more of the
following: production costs, the members’characteristics,
or a good characterized by excludable benefits." (Corrnes
&Sandier 1996) Club goods are like private goods insofar
as they are subject to exclusion, but they are like public
goods insofar as, once produced,they are available to other
individuals.
Examples range from swimming pools,
through groups that simply enjoy each other’s company,to
groups that are engaged in some kind of productive
endeavor (our primary concern).
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Club theory assumes that individuals have tastes (in this
case for particular club goods, provided at somelevel of
quality) and that they search the market for providers of
such goods that are consistent with their owntastes, and
with their ownwillingness and capacity to pay. Distinct
from that model, however, the individual’s resources are
assumed insufficient to provide the good acting alone,
meaningthat it is necessary to combinehis or her resources
with those of others in sufficient numbersto ensure that the
good is produced.
At this point, the problembecomesthe one analyzed by the
economic theory of public goods--that individuals who
can gain access to enjoyment of the good often have an
incentive to free ride by withholding their own
contribution. Club theory provides an escape from this
problem by the requirement that memberscontribute (at an
agreed on, appropriate level) as a condition of their access
to the club good, a criterion that can be met either by an
"initiation fee" or by a "use fee" or somecombination of
the two. Critical to the theory is the individual’s freedomto
enter (whenan appropriate paymentis made) and to leave
(should,
for example,
an
excess of
members--crowding--meanthat provision of the good has
declined relative to the member’staste). This granted, the
economic theory of clubs addresses both how a wider
population might end up with a mosaic of clubs (each,
presumably, characterized by different quality and price)
and, of particular importance to the current project, how
particular club goods can be provided at a level of quality
and price that suits the tastes of their current membership,
and that is not eroded by free riding or overcrowding.
Critically, both these things have happenedas the product
of a "bottom up" sorting of individuals, quite independent
of any centralized control or direction. Since its original
formulation by Buchanan(1965), club theory has been the
subject of considerable formal development (usefully
summarizedin Cornes and Sandier 1996) but very little
systematic, quantitative empiricaltest.
Club theory assumesthat (1) resources (tastes, willingness
and capacity to pay) are distributed within a population;
but that (2) given tastes, individuals’ willingness and
capacity to pay is insufficient to produce the good in
question alone, thus that resources held by several
individuals must be boughttogether in a productive effort;
and that (3) once formed, groups confront a problem
ensuring that, in fact, the constituent individuals
do contribute at the levels necessary to provide the good
that all want--that is to say, that individuals do not free
ride. Club theory also directs attention to particular
problemslikely to comeup in any effort to form productive
groups and that might be mitigated by automated ’bots.
First: granted the prior specification of a productive task
and the components into which it might be broken down,
’bots could facilitate the search process for individuals with
the appropriate skills, interests and "willingness to pay" (in
terms of their time, and the use of their particular skills).
Second, ’bots could facilitate the organization of such
"found" individuals into the various productive activities

required by the task. And third, ’bots could assist in
monitoring and coordination of the various individuals’
performance of whatever tasks comprise their contribution
to the collective effort--in club terms, their paymentof
membershipfees.
Club theory’s efficiency conclusions are, characteristically,
based on the end product of the sorting process by
individuals
into the set of clubs characterizing
("partitioning") the population. But a source of inefficiency
is represented by the transaction costs of arriving at that
outcome, and any mechanism by which such costs can be
reduced represents a contribution to efficiency at both the
club and the societal level.

of provoking cooperative, productive contributions to a
group effort once the group has been formed.

What are the Research

Trust and social dilemmas: A Political Science
point of view
"Trust" and "trustworthiness" bear on the success of group
formation efforts in two ways. Within a Prisoner’s
Dilemmaframework, a game theoretic perspective predicts
that nobody will ever cooperate--the dominant incentive
leads each individual to defect, and that everyone should
expect everyone else to defect. But social dilemma
research showsthat people often do cooperate, and further,
that they expect (trust) others to do so. Whateverthe origin
of those expectations, they are an important contributor to
persuading the trusting person to cooperate him- or herself.
Second, trust influences choices amongpotential partners
prior to such a gameactually being joined. As classically
modeled, a cooperative enterprise involves the risk of a
partner’s
"cheating" (taking the benefit without
contributing to the work), thus there is a premium on
selecting "trustworthy" partners for such enterprises--that
is to say, partners whowill, in fact, contribute to the work.
The extensive tradition of theoretical and empirical
investigation into individual behavior in social dilemma
(more generally, prisoner’s dilemma)circumstances speaks
to the role of trust and trustworthiness in resolving these
problems. First, trust is sometimes seen as an emergent
property of reciprocal relationships that, in themselves,
provide private incentive that militate against cheating
behavior. Axelrod’s (1984) famousanalysis of "tit for tat"
is based on the assumption that, through iterated
relationships, individuals are unable to win by cheating
against a player whoplays tit for tat, but Axelrod also
emphasizeshowtrust can emerge as a side product of such
an iterated sequence played in this manner. Other analyses
have focused on the attributes of strangers (in "one shot"
relationships) that subjects in laboratory experimentsuse as
a base for trusting (cooperative) behavior (Mulford et
1998; Orbell, Dawes, and Schwartz-Shea 1994), but
distinct line of research has asked about the circumstances
under which subjects are willing to trust individuals as
partners in such games--makinga bet, as it were, on their
cooperation should the gamebe consummated(e.g., Orbell
and Dawes 1991; Orbell and Dawes 1993). In general,
these studies see trust as relevant to the problem of
selecting partners for productive enterprises (as modeledin
social dilemmaterms), but also as relevant to the problem
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Questions?

Given the previous section as background,our overall goal
is to establish how social agents can help humansform
groups and achieve beneficial outcomes in their taskoriented use of cyberspace. Weare concerned with tasks
that require the pooling of resources by multiple people or
agents, and with the difficulties in coordination, trust, and
the establishment and enforcement of norms to regulate
behavior. Weassume that the group membersthemselves
must develop and enforce behavioral norms--i.e., their
conversation and behavior will not be "policed" by any
outsiders, and in particular, will not have a top-down
managementstructure (Fukuyama, 1999). To achieve our
goal, we must pay attention to the social problemsfaced by
humanstrying to form groups, and to the design problems
of creating agents that can operate effectively in a mixed
human-agentcontext. The main issues for humansare:
1. Howcan a person determine which potential members
will be compatible and effective membersof a group? This
is both a selection issue (whois trustworthy and will
contribute toward a beneficial outcome?)and
compositionissue (which potential sets--including
oneself--have complementaryresources and will work
effectively together?).
2. Oncea good set of potential membershas been
identified, howcan a person help to pull these members
together into a functioning group? This involves both
communication(contacting potential membersabout the
proposed group) and negotiation (potential membersmay
have offers from others trying to form groups, or mayhave
different preferences re the total group composition). We
presume(based on past results) that people will take many
different approachesto solving these problems, whichwill
vary in effectiveness.
3. Onceself-identified membershave formedthe group,
howcan membersguide the group to a beneficial outcome?
This involves coordination of action (to producethe
desired product), coordination of interests (whenmembers
have conflicting preferences) and coordination of
understandings (about norms, roles, procedures, and
standards). It also involves strategies for enforcing norms
if membersviolate them. Althoughthere are manytactics
that can help promote beneficial outcomes, group members
do not necessarily use them.
Wehave little information on how the introduction of
agents as potential group members will change the

dynamics in mixed human-agent groups, but believe the
answers will dependon the careful design of agents, based
on results of empirical research in the controlled group
formation environment we have developed. The primary
questions for human-agentinteraction are:
1. Howwill software agents be treated in groups including
one or more humans? What attitudes do humans bring to
working with a computer-controlled entity in their midst?
What trust issues will agents need to overcome to be
effective group members?
2. Cansoftware agents not only be accepted, but operate as
effective social agents? Can they help guide a group
towards a successful outcome by suggesting tactics that
help promote effective group processes? For example,
universal promising is an effective solution to the kind of
conflict of interests amongmembersknown as a social
dilemma. However, in naturally occurring FTF human
groups, this tactic is proposed in only about 50 percent of
groups. If software agents were programmedto suggest
this approach whenever a social dilemma was detected,
wouldgroups accept and adopt this tactic?
3. Assumingthat software agents can be effective social
agents, can we extend their domainof use to the Internet as
a whole? Can they facilitate group formation amongpeople
already conducting business on task-oriented web sites, and
serve as specialized members of these new groups? How
will designs that workin a controlled laboratory site need
to be adapted for effective interaction with people on the
Internet?
These three questions have lead us to propose a set of
laboratory and field experiments. These will be taken up
shortly, but first we provide somebackgroundresearch.

Studying club formation in an FTFSetting
In the past two years, Arrow,Orbell, and colleagues have
run a series of group formation experimentsin a face-toface (FTF) setting, uging a laboratory paradigmfor
studying self-organized formation of small humangroups.
The paradigm, called social poker, uses playing cards to
represent resources, and provides payoffs for groups who
pool their resources to create specific card hands (Arrow,
Bennett, Crosson, &Orbell 1999). Each memberin a pool
of players receives two or three playing cards, and the task
of the players is to seek out others with complementary
cards and form hands to earn money.In contrast to players
of regular poker, no one in the social poker gamehas
enough cards to form a hand by themselves. Players may
not trade their resources (cards), but must form a group and
pool them. Handsare turned in to earn moneyfor the
group, and group memberseither (in one version of the
game)decide together howto divide the moneyor (in
another version) makeprivate claims on these earnings,
usually after discussing with other group memberswhat
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they will do. If, collectively, the private claims exceed
what the group has earned, a penalty is subtracted from
each claim. If the claims do not exceedthe total earned,
each membergets what they claimed. After learning what
they earned (but not what others in their group claimed or
earned), players get newcards and once again seek out
others to form a group, which mayhave the same members
or different membersfrom any groups in the previous
round.
As people play repeated rounds of the game, they
accumulateinformation on the behavior of others in
forming groups, earning money,and proposing and
following (or not following) normsfor dividing the money.
Research using the social poker paradigmallows for the
study of individual choices in choosingpartners, collective
choices in allocating group earnings, and groupstrategies
for solving social dilemmasin the private claims version.
Usingthe Social Poker paradigm, Ph.D. student Scott
Crosson, workingin collaboration with Orbell and Arrow,
has tested the prediction from club theory that a population
with freedomto select partners for mutually profitably
clubs will partition itself into a set of clubsthat is efficient,
not only from the perspective of particular clubs, but also
from the perspective of the wider population. In these
experiments, whichused the private claims version of the
game, subjects were free to makeclaims on the group
earnings (the "club good") that might, or might not, exceed
their agreed-on share of that good. This overclaiming
provision meant that club membersconfronted prisoner’s
dilemmalogic: Each individual had an incentive to
overclaim, but each instance of overclaimingeroded the
value of the club good, and decreased each individual’s
"take homepay" from membershipin a club.
The experimentinvolved three conditions: (1) A single
shot gamein which subjects played (and knewthey were
playing) only one round of the social poker game;(2)
iterated sequence, in whichsubjects in fact played four
rounds in sequence, but did not knowwhenthe sequence
wouldend; (3) Aniterated game(also with four rounds)
whichany individuals not included in a successful club
wouldbe paid a flat $1.00 fee (a form of "social
insurance"). The prediction from club theory, as described
above, was broadly supported in both the single shot
condition and the social insurance condition; most clubs
were "minimal"and thus efficient from both the club’s
perspective and the perspective of the widersociety. In the
iterated condition without social insurance, groups
commonlyincluded more membersthan they needed,
diluting the share of the good each memberreceived-both
because there were more people to divide amongand
because the incidence of overclaimingin the larger-thanminimumsize groups was higher.
The current proposal will extend the laboratory analysis in
a mannerthat informsefforts to use the webas a basis for
organizingthe efforts of dispersed individuals to engagein
the production of club goods. Rapid developmentsin

e-commercehave already advanced market efficiency by
vastly reducing transaction costs surrounding the exchange
of private goods, yet we have little knowledgeabout how
such reducedtransaction costs will affect efforts to
organize productive clubs on the web.
Analysis of data from the consensus version of the game,
in which players must cometo a binding agreement about
howto divide up their earnings, illustrates the emergence
of "turn-taking" arrangementsover multiple round games.
Becauseplayers must divide wholedollars, a strictly equal
division is often not possible-whena 3-person group, for
example, earns $10. Somegroups resolve this by having
memberstake turns getting the "extra dollar," which
presupposesthat the same group will reassemble in the
next round. It demonstratesone path by whichtrust is built
in self-organized groups. Other groups, while also
subscribing to an equality norm, use strategies (such as
drawingstraws) that equalize opportunity for getting the
extra dollar without presumingfuture interaction.
Commitments
to reassemble in the same group in the
future, however,can decrease the efficiency of groups
(with respect to creating the most valuable group goods)
memberresources change over time so that they are no
longer complementary.Experimental data suggests that
while group memberswill initially reorganize into new
configurations whenthe distribution of resources (cards)
changes,they often return to their "old" groupsin
subsequent rounds, forgoing the extra earnings that new
group configurations wouldoffer.

Towards Online

The three authors have also been workinginformally for
morethan a year to explore the use of social agents in
online, task-oriented domains.Confabis general in the
sense that it supports any mixture of humanand agents
meetingonline to conduct business. It has been used in a
graduate seminar to build an agent-only system: all
participants wereonline agents that interacted to form
groups and strike deals. Finally, we have beguna proof of
concept project to mix humansand agents: we have built
an agent called a chaser that will follow humansaround
attempting to insert itself into a group (somewhatmodeled
after annoying people we have known).

How to Proceed
Our goal is to establish one or morefield studies to
evaluate the effectiveness of agents in self-organizing
groups/clubs. Our starting point is the results we have
obtained from FTFexperiments, and the infrastructure we
have built to support online groups. Giventhis, we see the
needfor a set of three largish studies to fill in the
intermediate steps betweenour current position and our
goal.
Replication of FTFresults
First study

Together, these experimentsillustrate the combined
operation of both economicand social forces in the
formation and membershipdynamics of groups. Given the
reduced social presence of people in virtual (as compared
to the face-to-face) interactions (Wellman,1997), we
interested in howthe balance of forces maybe altered on
the Internet.

A Step

likely to exploit one another, in an online setting as
comparedto face-to-face group formation.

Groups

Duringthe past two years, Fickas has supervised the
developmentof a first version collaboration frameworkto
support the formation and interaction of task-oriented
groups. This framework,called Confab, allows for
distributed interaction amonggroup members,and allows
us to replicate the face-to-face social poker experiments
online. The interface has been tested extensively with naive
humanparticipants, whoreport that the current version is
intuitive and easy to use, with only a short period of
orientation and instruction. In the process of developing
and testing the systemfor human-onlysocial poker
experiments, we have gained some preliminary informal
information about probable behavior changes based on the
reduced social presence of people in the virtual
environment.It appears, for example, that people are less
likely to include extraneous group members,and more
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for group formation:

Although we have somevery preliminary indications of
trends in virtual group formationand interaction that differ
in the Confabsystem as comparedto FTFinteraction, a
systematic study is neededto establish similarities and
differences in group formation for the two media.
CompletedFTFexperiments, discussed above, provide
data on the incidence of suboptimal group formation
(groups that earn less than the maximum
possible)
memberattempts to exploit one another, and on the relative
stability of group membership.A partial replication and
extension of these experimentsin the Confabsystem will
allow us to pinpoint what problemsare about the samein
the two media, and what problems are worse when
interaction is computer-mediated.
In all, we predict the
needfor 450 participants for this experiment,given its
multiple cells and iterated play.
Scaling up in complexity: Second study
One of the waysin whichthe standard social poker
paradigmdiffers from the group formation challenges for
people seeking out possible partners on the webis the big
difference in the numberof potential partners, the number
of possible groups,and also the time scale of interaction.
Weare also interested in the developmentof trust (and
mistrust) over time as people both interact directly and
gather indirect informationabout others. In the second

study, we will greatly increase the pool of possible partners
and also extend the time scale to allow for information
about past behavior of group membersto accumulate and
be transmitted betweenparticipants. Thesesteps will
increase the contextual realism of the paradigmin
modelinggroup formation on the Internet, and also will
allow for a moredetailed study of the evolution of
reputation and the impact of reputation on people’s
willingness to partner with others.

about the "record" of each participant in formingand
interacting in groups.
Finally, agents mayalso have information about useful
group strategies for solving group process problems.
Universal promising is a goodstrategy for preventing
exploitation, for example. Reciprocal strategies are good
waysto build relationships and maintain an expectation of
future interaction. Speaking up when a group member
violates a normis a goodwayto enforce good behavior.
And so on.

In real life, a hugenumberof people are theoretically
plausible as partners, but in practice, people whoform
collaborative relationships tend to seek out somesubset of
plausible partners from their broader social network. At
any given time, however, preferred partners mayor may
not be available. Theymaybe tied up with other projects,
out of the country, or on vacation and not checkingtheir email. Thus one mayneed to seek out newpartners for a
newproject. Instead of a pool of eight participants, from
which a maximum
of two groups can form, for this study
we will recruit a pool of 160 people whowill attempt to
form groups with one another over multiple sessions, with
each session involving a subset of 17 people from this
larger pool.

The other dimensionwe will vary the agents on is passive
versus active. Active strategy agents will be "busy-bodies"
whovolunteer information or suggestions without being
cued. The passive strategy is the Star Trek modelin which
the computerhas vast amountsof information but only
speaks whenspokento. It seemsplausible to us that
people mayappreciate an active strategy for somekinds of
information, but prefer a passive strategy for other kinds of
information.
Outcomedata will include howmuchpeople make use of
agents with different designs, people’s subjective ratings of
what features they founduseful, attractive, or annoying,
and the incidence of group formation and process problems
with agents of different designs present. The data from
study two will serve as a baseline for determiningwhether
the agents are makingthings better or worse.

Agents to the Rescue: Third study
In the third study, we will add agents to the mix. The
purpose of this study is to determine which componentsor
capabilities of agents will be most helpful in addressingthe
various problemsof (1) failed attempts at group formation
(2) suboptimal group formation and (3) overclaiming.
two main ways that agents can help group formation are by
helping people identify suitable partners and by providing
process information that facilitates cooperative behavior
once a group has formed. The two basic dimensions we
will vary for the agents are (1) the type of informationthey
provide about other people and (2) whether they use
active or passive strategy in interacting with people.

As with study two, we will recruit a large pool of
participants (120-160)and have theminteract in sets of 17.
Weexpect to test four to six different bot designs (with
different mixesof active and passive strategies and
different levels and types of information. Outcome
measuressuch as the rate of group formation, the level of
group earnings, and the incidence of overclaiming, will be
comparedto study two to measure possible improvements
attributable to the agents. Wewill also gather data on
people’s perceptions of one another and of the different
agents. Interaction logs will also reveal qualitative data
showingto what extent people madeuse of the information
the agents offered.

Agents will all have information about which people are
present for a group formation session and what resources
(cards) each person has--just as the people do. In ad~tition,
all agents will have the ability to assess whichgroups are
feasible for each participant and what the payoff is for each
group. Anothertype of information that maybe useful is
cumulative information about the past behavior of each
person--which groups they were in previously, howmuch
those groups earned, and whether they claimed more than
their share of the group resource or not. Humanplayers, of
course, have at least potential access to this information
through either direct experience or by exchanging
information with others. In short, people will gossip, and
this will help shape the reputation of each person.
However,people do not always rememberpast experiences
or conversationsperfectly, they do not necessarily tell all
they know,and they sometimesdeliberately spread
misinformationabout others. So we plan to outfit someof
our agents with the ability to store and update information

Field Studies
Our goal is to reach a point where we can evaluate our
ideas in a realistic setting. In this section, weprovidea
flavor of the type of field studies we woulduse today. We
have chosentwo different types of sites to drawout the
range of possibilities. Thefirst type of site is one
predisposedto havea place for our agents, that of virtual
meeting rooms. If we were to choose an exemplarsite
today, www.eproject.comwouldbe a good. It provides a
site where meeting roomscan be generated on the fly. Each
meeting roomsupplies the type of virtual tools you would
expect for holding online meetings, e.g., document
handling and version control, discussion list, messaging,
tasks and calendars. Entry to the team/roomis by invitation
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only. Wehypothesize that we can use our experimental
results to build a social agent for sucha site that (1) helps
drawand filter membersto fill out a team, and (2) helps
team be successful once it has formed. Again using
eproject as an example, once the founder(s) of a room/team
are established, our agent could search the growingnumber
of freelancer sites on the web for candidate team members
compatible with the existing team. Oncea team has
formed, our agent could monitor the completion of
assigned tasks, and work with the team given slipped
deadlines.
Thesecondtype of site of interest to us is a harder nut to
crack: open software development groups. Wehave an
interest in the open source movement,
i.e., sites that use the
Internet to coordinate a group of worldwideprogrammers
working on a commontask. Wehave participated in these
type of sites, as well as running one ourselves. Webelieve
the open style has enormouspromise as a meansof
forming bottom-upteams to tackle difficult software
problems. Wehave done some research into the current
set-up of open source projects on the net. Whatwe found is
that several sites get muchpublicity, e.g. Linux, Mozilla,
Apache.Thesesites are well established and have a strong
group management
structure. The remaining sites are often
struggling. They have difficulty attracting group members
and then difficulty keeping group memberson-task and
participating. Wesee these sites as prime candidates for
our agents. If we were to choosetoday, sites such as
www.tigirs.com or www.sourcexchange.comwould be
candidates. Each site has a commercialbent, thus
separating itself from the somewhatvolunteerism focus of
the early founders of the open source movement.Tigris, in
particular, uses a mixture of paid and volunteer
programmerson its projects; Sourcexchangeattempts to
attract paid freelance programmers,solely. Wewould
expect that our agents, integrated into sites like these,
wouldplay a similar role as in a virtual meetingroom,i.e.,
help recruit team members,help with smoothrunning of
the group. However,open source developmentsites are not
in the team-formationbusiness in the way virtual meeting
roomsites are. Instead, they are focused on the bottomline
of cranking out and testing code. That a groupof
programmersmight be needed to do this is not the focus
but a necessaryevil. Wesee the insertion of an agent on to
such a site and havingit succeedas a real challenge. It
provides the other end of the spectrum of self-organizing
group sites on the web.

of this trend in the growingnumberof freelance sites
springing up on the web. The advantages of the new
information economyhave had ample press. However,for
an effective web-basedwork force to arise, one that moves
beyondsingle freelancers bidding on smallish contracts or
single buyers bidding on small quantities of merchandise,
these individual actors must find an effective wayto selforganize into collectives--temporary project teams, buying
collectives, and virtual companies. Whenthis happens, we
will see the emergenceof a full-fledged cyberspace
economy,in contrast to the less revolutionary transfer of
established transactions betweenestablished industrial age
companiesand suppliers from phone, fax, and conventional
mail onto the Internet.
For this self-organization of individual actors into small,
medium,and large commercialcollectives to occur, people
must deal with the problems of group formation
characteristic of FTFsettings, as well as tackling new
problems arising from the use of cyberspace. Whenthe
field of potential partners is no longer restricted to those
with whomone comesinto FTFcontact, the opportunities
are greatly increased, but so is the complexityof finding,
evaluating, and negotiating arrangementswith potential
partners. Weare interested in the preconditions necessary
for allowing individuals to find each other, to forma group,
and finally to worktogether effectively as a group. We
focus in particular on the possible uses of software agents
to assist in handling the problemsof information overload
and promotingpositive social dynamics.Our targets are
sites wherepeople with specialized skills and
complementarywork goals can find partners and form
collective enterprises.

Related Work
There is a large and growing bodyof work on software
agents. Our interest is in human-to-agent
issues, and in
particular, the role agents can play in a groupthat includes
humans.There are existing social agents on the web, Yenta
and Cobot being two that have madea splash in the
popular press (NYT,February 10, 2000). Their approach
to insert an agent into a group of humansand watch what
happens. There are clearly insights that can be gained by
this seat-of-the-pants style, and weplan to continue to track
the projects that use this approachfor any results that can
inform our lab experiments.
Weshare manyof the scientific goals of the agent
simulation community(Sichman et al, 1998) (Luna
Stefansson, 2000). In particular, weare interested in
running experimentsand then analyzing the event logs that
are generated. In our case, experimentsmayinvolve all
humans,all agents, and various mixtures.

Summary
Our workis based on the premise that a new social
economics,distinct from the substantially bureaucratic
structures characteristic of the industrial revolution, is in
the processof developing,and that this will be, in
substantial part, webbased. One can see the first glimmers

Weexpect to makeuse of the agent wrapper technology
suggested by (Tambeet al, 2000) when we movefrom
laboratory experimentsto field studies.
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A review of the club literature has shownthat, while there
are manycase analyses conductedin terms of club theory,
there has been only one paper attempting a systematic
(Battalio, Kagel, and Phillips 1986) laboratory analysis
various predictions madeby club theory; that literature is
almost exclusively theoretical. Current work by Crosson,
Arrowand Orbell (2000) within the social poker paradigm
is addressingthis gap, suggesting importantqualifications
to club theory--notably, with respect to club members’
predicted willingness to exclude individuals without the
resources to contribute productively to the club good. Our
interest is in extendingthis laboratory analysis, but to do so
in a mannerthat will use the webas a basis for organizing
the efforts of dispersed individuals to engagein the
production of club goods. Rapid developmentsin ecommercehave already advanced market efficiency by
vastly reducing transaction costs surrounding the exchange
of private goods, yet we have little knowledgeabout how
such reducedtransaction costs will affect efforts to
organize productive clubs on the web.
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